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Abstract
This paper is a report on an empirical study on a composite economic sentiment 

indicator (CESI) for the Polish economy. The study is based on data obtained from 
business activity and household surveys (a substitute for a consumer survey) 
conducted by the RIED in Warsaw. The data included in the study covers the 1995- 
2003 period, and comes from the surveys in the following fields: manufacturing 
industry, construction, trade, agriculture, and households. A widely accepted criterion 
for a “good” CESI, as it properly replicates or predicts changes in the GDP, which is 
chosen as a reference ąuantity, is adopted.

This paper consists of three parts. First provides generał information on the project. 
In the second part, properties of a CESI calculated according to the joint harmonised 
EU program, and those of a CESI computed according to the RIED method are 
discussed, with a particular attention on their replicating and leading properties. In 
spite of differences in construction, the two indices look quite “parallel”, therefore, a 
quantitative analysis-based attempt to explain this property is included. In the second 
part, the best CESI will be derived via a solution to a constrained optimisation 
problem. The minimised objective function is the sum of squares of deviations 
between the GDP series and a weighted average of sector indicators, with unknown 
constant weights.
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1. Preliminaries
The objective of this report is twofold. First, to provide a brief analysis of two 

CESIs that can be computed based on the survey data available at the RIED1. These 
two are: a CESI calculated according to the formula in the joint harmonised EU 
program and the CESI computed according to the RIED method. The second objective

1 For morę information on RIED’s surveys and indicators see Adamowicz E., Klimkowska J. 
(2004). In fact, RIED employs also transportation SI available from the Transportation Institute 
in Warsaw. This time series was not included in our research data owing to many missing data.
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is to derive the best formula for a CESI that can be used by the RIED to analyse and 
possibly predict changes in the GDP.

Analysis of a CESI is based on the distance between its time series and the 
corresponding time series of GDP, measured as the sum of sąuares of deviations 
between the corresponding values.

In this presentation we adopt the following notation. For each economic activity 
area its sentiment indicator SI is identified by the area description. For example, 
CONSTR SI denotes sentiment indicator for construction, while AGRIC SI -  for 
agriculture, and HOUSE SI -  for households, etc. In the case of industry the RIED 
employs its own SI, which is calculated as a moving average of the balances of 
assessment of the current and the predicted production volume. To avoid ambiguity 
we use symbols IND SI-RIED and IND SI-EU to denote RIED-formula-based and 
EU-formula-based industry sentiment indicators.

Based on RIED-conducted surveys six time series of sentiment indicators are 
available and can be put as components of a CESI. It has been RIED’s custom to 
assign equal weights to indicator for construction, trade, agriculture and banking 
sector, while a double weight to indicators for industry and households. This leads to 
weights (in percentages) of 12.5% for each component in the first group, and 25% for 
industry and households. The composite ESI calculated according to the joint 
harmonised EU program assigns 40% to industry and consumer indicators, while 20% 
to construction and trade.

1.1. A formal framework of the project
To put the objective of this research in a formal way, we let Y and Z denote two 

quantitative variables, and assume that for each of them time series of identical lengths 
are available. If Yt and Zt denote their values at time t, then we can measure the 
distance between the two time series of n elements by the sum of squares between the 
corresponding Y and Z values:

Expression (1) allows to measure the “goodness of fit” of Z to Y, and is useful in 
assessing if variable Z is coincident with Y. Moreover, this simple measure can be 
extended to allow for leads, so important in economic and business activity analyses:

n
(i)

n
- z , - * ) 2 . (2)
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where k=  1 , 2 , . . . .
If time series Yt and Zt are given as the respective values of Y and Z at eąually 

spaced moments, then the average (per period) distance between them is given as

depending on whether expression (1) or (2 ) used.
We will find the above expressions useful in determining the best coincident and 

the best leading CESI.

Data pre-processing
All survey-based data were subject to pre-processing. Quarterly data were 

transformed into monthly data by linear interpolation. All individual SIs were 
transformed by adding 100, and converted into index form (Jan 95 = 100)2. Next all 
series were deseasonised with the use of Demetra package. Finally, detrended series 
(ratio-to-trend) were multiplied by the GDP trend to obtain trend-restored series. A 
quarter-to-month interpolation was also applied to GDP quarter-to-quarter of the 
previous year index series (official CSO tables), and transformed into an index form 
(1995=100). The resulting GDP series represents indices of its monthly growth related 
to GDP volume of 1995. This series was also subjected to deseasoning.

All time series were normalised. For this purpose for each series its mean was 
subtracted. Next, the resulting values were divided by the mean of absolute deviations 
from the mean, and finally increased by 1 0 0 .

2. An analysis of CESI-RIED and CESI-EU indicators
To facilitate analysis of CESIs we present graphs of trend restored series. Each 

graph contains the GDP series (solid black curve) and a CESI curve (grey curve). 
Time span for each graph is indicated on the x-axis.

RIED’s survey of the Polish banking sector started in September 98, therefore, the 
analysis of the CESI-RIED indicator needs to be split into two cases corresponding to 
the periods: Jan 95 -  Dec 03 (without the banking sector), and Sept 98 -  Dec 03 (with 
the banking sector SI included). The respective series of CESI-RIED are shown in 
figures 1 and 2. From a visual examination of both figures one can conclude that 
regardless of the composition of the CESI, its performance as to assess the current or 
futurę changes in the GDP is rather moderate. Low points in GDP curve are relatively

2 In the case of SI for the Polish banking sector its value for Sep 98 was set to 100.

(3)



well mimicked by the CESI curves, with a short lead of one to two months. Peaks of 
the GDP can also be anticipated based on the CESI, however the level of amplitudę of 
CSEI fluctuations does not seem to be close to that of GDP. This conclusion can also 
be confirmed by the numerical assessment of the distance between the two curves (see 
expression (3)). For the period Jan 95-Dec 2003 (figurę 1) the average (per month) 
distance between the two curves is equal to 0.50 (14.5 before normalisation), while for 
the period Sept 98 -  Dec 03 its value is 0.59 (17.0 before normalisation). So far thus, 
there is no evidence that results from banking sector contribute to any ąuality 
improvement of the CESI. It needs to be emphasised though that this conclusion refers 
to a short time series, and may be revised in the futurę, once morę data become 
available.

Figurę 1. CESI-RIED series (without BANK SI) and the GDP series

Figurę 3 shows the graph of CESI based on the EU-harmonized formula. In spite of 
a different selection of weights, compared to the CESI-RIED indicator, it seems to 
behave in a very similar fashion as CESI-RIED, giving a moderately accurate picture 
of fluctuations in the GDP. However, its average distance from the GDP curve is 0.56 
(16 for non-normalized series), thus higher than for the CESI-RIED curve. The 
parallel type of relation between the two indicators has been recognized earlier, but no 
attempt has been madę to explain it. Some lead can be deduced from the analysis of 
correlation between individual SIs, included in the seąuel.
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Figurę 2. CESI-RIED series (with BANK SI) and the GDP series

Figurę 3. CESI-EU series and the GDP series

3. Search for the best CESI
Properties of both indicators presented in the previous section encourage our 

searching for a morę suitable, morę accurate, say, composition of a CESI. Put it in 
mathematical terms, if X j , j  = , denote individual SIs available from past

surveys, then any combination (for example, a weighted average) of 
X j , j  = can be used as a CESI. Let
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z = ! « ,* ,■ -
j =i

where a j , j  = 1 are constant noiinegative coefficients, totalling to 1. Then Z is a

CESI. Whether it is a good or bad indicator depends on the way it leads or replicates a 
reference series. In our study GDP has been selected as the reference ąuantity, and 
measurement of the goodness of fit has been set in expressions (1) and (2), with Y 
representing GDP. An obvious choice for the best CESI is the one generated by an 
optimal solution to the following optimisation problem:

X ( r > - Z , ) 2
/=1

subject to
m

Zt = Y j aj X jt , t  = 1,2,..., n, 
y=i

m

E aJ = 1 >
j=i
aj > 0 J  =  l , . . . ,m ,

well known as a tool of a constrained least sąuares method. To measure accuracy of 
leading, the objective function in the above problem needs to be modified accordingly 
(compare with expression (2 )).

There are seven candidates (m=7) for inclusion in the CESI. We have decided not 
to include banking SI, as its time serious is too short relative to other SIs. Next we 
decided to narrow down the list of candidates based on values of correlation 
coefficients. The point is to select indicators that are not directly related to each other 
(show weak correlation with the remaining indicators), while being quite strongly 
correlated with GDP. Relevant values are displayed in Table 1, and it can be easily 
verified that they point to several useful remarks.

There is basically no correlation between CONSTR SI/IND SI-EU and GDP series. 
For the remaining SIs their correlation with GDP is fairly even (in the rangę between 
0,26 and 0,32).
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Table 1. Correlation coefficients
IND

SI-RIED
IND

SI-EU
CONSTR

SI
TRADE

SI
HOUSE

SI AGRIC SI BANK SI

GDP 0.26 -0.09 -0.04 -0.20 0.26 0.32 0.31
IND SI- 
RIED

0.61 0.67 -0.01 0.57 0.67 0.40

IND SI-EU 0.50 0.06 0.48 0.54 0.47
CONSTR SI 0.06 0.73 0.72 0.41
TRADE SI -0.20 -0.17 -0.57
HOUSE SI 0.95 0.80
AGRIC SI 0.79

There is evidence for a strong correlation between selected SI series. In particular, 
a linear relationship can be claimed between AGRIC SI and HOUSE SI. Owing to this 
relationship one can assert that AGRIS SI can be used as a proxy for HOUSE SI, and 
vice versa. Also, banking sector SI is highly correlated to both HOUSE SI and AGRIC 
SI. Again we can conclude that only one of these indicators can be included in the 
composition of CESI. A relatively strong (and positive) correlation is found between 
the industry-based SIs as well as between CONSTR SI and industrial indicators. It is 
worth emphasising that the TRADE SI looks like a strong candidate for a component 
of CESI, as its correlation with the remaining indicators is Iow. Also, the industrial SI- 
EU series is quite well replicated by a one-month delayed series of SI-RIED values. 
Correlation between time series used for the CESI-RIED indicator seem to provide 
rationale why the fluctuations in this indicator are very much the same as those of the 
CESI-EU indicator.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients between the GDP time series and SI time series 
shifted by 1 to six months

IND
SI-RIED

IND
SI-EU

CONSTR SI TRADE
SI

HOUSE
SI

AGRIC SI BANK SI

GDP; 
lead = 1

0.50 0.30 0.21 -0.12 0.38 0.42 0.53

GDP; 
lead = 2

0.39 0.64 0.33 -0.04 0.43 0.42 0.48

GDP; 
lead =  3

0.11 0.41 0.42 0.02 0.41 0.36 0.30

GDP; 
lead = 4

0.01 -0.04 0.47 0.11 0.27 0.20 -0.05

GDP; 
lead = 5

0.09 -0.18 0.32 0.16 0.08 0.05 -0.24

GDP; 
lead = 6

0.19 -0.11 0.11 0.21 -0.32 -0.25 -0.37

Best lead 1 2 4 6 2 2 1
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To facilitate an in-depth analysis for each SI time series its correlation coefficient 
with a shifted GDP series was computed. Table 2 shows relevant numerical results for 
shifts of one up to 6  months (longer leads have been found to be unsuitable for our 
analysis), with the best lead (measured in months) of each SI time series, displayed in 
the last row.

Based on these preliminary results the following four SIs were chosen as finał 
candidates for components of the best CESI:

IND SI-EU,
CONSTR SI,
TRADE SI,
AGRIC SI,

and were respectively assigned symbols Xi, X2, X3, and X4 to formulate an expression 
for Z = CESI. The best CESI composition was identified with the use of optimal 
Solutions to the following optimisation problems OPT(k), k = 0, 1,..., 6 ,

Ś ( y< -Z ,-k )2-> min
/=*+l

subjectto
4

Z, = ^ j aj Xj  , t  = 1,2,..., n-k,
7=1

1 ^ 7 = 1 .
7=1

Gj  > 0 , y = l , . . .  , 4 ,

where Yt represents the GDP series, and k denotes the monthly lead. For example, the 
problem OPT(O) produces the best coincident CESI, while the problem OPT(4) 
generates the best 4-month leading CESI. Optimal Solutions (weights of individual 
SIs), along with distance measures between the optimal CESI series and the GDP 
series are included in Table 3. Expressions (1) and (2) were used to compute entries in 
the last two columns of Table 3.

Optimisation-based search gave the following results. The best CESI is comprised 
of IND SI-EU, CONSTR SI and AGRIC SI with respective weights (in percentages) 
of 99,58%, 0,33%, and 0,09%. For all practical purposes this means that the IND SI- 
EU alone is the best CESI. For the reference series of GDP it is a leading indicator 
with a lead of two months. Its curve (see Figurę 4) shows a definitely better 
performance compared to CESI-RIED or CESI-EU (see Figures 1 and 3).
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Table 3. Optimal Solutions to OPT(k) problems

k IND SI- 
EU

CONSTR
SI

TRADE
SI AGRIC SI Sum of 

sąuares
Average 

distance per 
month

0 0.0000 0.0000 0.1531 0.8469 23.3707 0.4652
1 0.2736 0.0000 0.0277 0.6988 20.2022 0.4345
2 0.9958 0.0033 0.0000 0.0009 14.4752 0.3695
3 0.5626 0.1460 0.0879 0.2036 19.6050 0.4321
4 0.0000 0.3420 0.4519 0.2060 21.9513 0.4594
5 0.0000 0.2874 0.5798 0.1329 25.8104 0.5006
6 0.1190 0.1944 0.6866 0.0000 30.4813 0.5467

The best coincident CESI (k = 0) includes TRADE SI and AGRIC SI with respective 
weights of 15% and 85%. Its average monthly distance from the GDP curve is larger 
than that of the optimal CESI by 27%.

3. Conclusions
Computational results presented in this report lead to the following conclusions. 

For the period under study the confidence indicator for industry IND SI-EU tumed out 
to be the best CESI. Moreover, it exhibited a two-month lead for the GDP curve. It 
needs to be emphasised though that discrepancies between optimal Solutions (see 
Table 3) are not sizeable. Moreover, for the indicators currently in use, CESI-RIED 
and CESI-EU, the average monthly distances from the GDP curve are respectively 
equal to approximately 0.4988 points and 0.5543 points, thus exceed the optimal 
indicator's distance by 35% and 50%. This justifies the use of these indicators in 
assessment of business conditions in the national economy. With structural changes 
taking place in the Polish economy one can anticipate a need for a revision of the 
formula for the best CESI (weights of individual indicators) in the futurę.
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Figurę 4. The best CESI series and the GDP series

Figurę 5. The best coincident CESI series and the GDP series
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